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Making new friends is not always easy, especially for a certain Gobblebeast.
Blix The little island of mystery is the story of two friends Mongaroo and Gobblebeast. Until this particular day both
Gobblebeast and Mongaroo believed they were the only one’s inhabiting this beautiful island paradise.u003cbr
/u003eu003cbr /u003e
The day starts out like any other day on Blix, Gobblebeast and Mongaroo are having fun laughing, playing and singing
songs on the warm sunny beach.
All the while far, far away a tremendously powerful hurricane is blowing upon the island of Bogobees. A hurricane so
powerful, so mighty it was able to lift up an Elefondoo and carry her all the way to her new home, the island of
Blix.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Elefondoo soon discovers that she is not alone on the isle of Blix and gets extremely excited over the prospect of
making a new friend or possibly two.
The more excited she got, the louder she tromped and stomped.
Elefondoo quickly tromped and stomped her way down the cliffs, through the jungle to the beach below to make the
acquaintance of her two new best friends Gobblebeast and Mongaroo.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Voices Actors:u003cbr /u003e
Narration: Wendy Banksu003cbr /u003e
Gobblebeast: Jason Wardu003cbr /u003e
Elefondoo: Mariah Dennisu003cbr /u003e
Mongaroo: Christopher Bejoleu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Music:u003cbr /u003e
Christopher Bejoleu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Cover Art/ Design:u003cbr /u003e
Christopher Bejole
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